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Price List Trophy Service 
 

Price categories for foreign skull trophies, price per skull 

 
Category 1: Jackal, coyote, beaver, grey duiker, red duiker 

EUR 
54.50 

Category 2: Puma, cheetah, leopard, wolf, baboon, bears up to 45 cm*, 
                    springbok, bushbuck 

91.50 

Category 3: Hyena, lion, warthog, bears up to 55 cm*, oryx, 
                    hartebeest, impala 

151.50 

Category 4: Bears above 55 cm*, eland, kudu, zebra, gnu 201.50 

Category 5: Cape buffalo, giraffe 381.50 

*) the centimetres refer to the measurements of the trophy: length of skull + width of skull in centimetres 

 
 

Price categories for native wild and domestic animals, price per skull 

 
Category 1: Fox, badger, marten, hare, cat, small dogs 

EUR 
54.50 

Category 2: Deer, sheep, goat, dogs, fallow deer doe or calf, 
                    mouflon (female or calf), wild boars up to 45 cm* 

91.50 

Category 3: Fallow deer (male), mouflon (male), red deer doe or calf,  
                    elk cow or calf, wild boars up to 55 cm* 

151.50 

Category 4: Red deer, elk up to fork length, wild boars above 55 cm* 201.50 

Category 5: Horse, cattle, bison, wisent, strong elk bull 321.50 

*) the centimetres refer to the measurements of the trophy: length of skull + width of skull in centimetres 

 
 

Price categories for bird skulls and other services 

 
Bird skull up to goose size, without horn beak 

EUR 
36.50 

Bird skull up to goose size, with horn beak 54.50 

Bird skull above goose size, without horn beak 67.50 

Bird skull above goose size, with horn beak 97.50 
  

Velvet antlers in roe deer, additional charge 24.50 

Velvet antlers in fallow deer and red deer, additional charge from 36.50 
  

Sawing, grinding and mounting of trophies 
Trophy labels are supplied for an additional charge 

20% surcharge  

  

Proofing of skulls 
Surcharge multiplied by the category number equals extra cost 
 

from 12.50 

 
Effective 01.01.2016  -  All prices are retail prices and include 19% VAT. 


